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(57) Control means of an exchange comprising con-
nection means for accommodating a telephone and the
control means for controlling the accommodated tele-
phone, receives a dial signal from the telephone without
causing the telephone to respond to an incoming call
when the telephone that is performing incoming call ring-
ing is hooked off, causes the hooked-off telephone to

respond to the incoming call when the received dial signal
is a first dial signal, and causes the telephone as a call
source to make a call without causing the hooked-off tel-
ephone to respond to the incoming call when the received
dial signal is a second dial signal. Thereby, it is possible
to make a call even during incoming call ringing.
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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to an exchange,
a call facilitation method and a call facilitation program
which perform processing related to a telephone.

Background Art

[0002] A telephone device such as a private branch
exchange to be connected with a public line network is
generally installed to accommodate a plurality of analog
telephones to be used as extension telephones in this
telephone device. Furthermore, this telephone system is
controlled by the telephone device so as to realize an
outside line call via a public telephone network and an
extension line call between extension telephones.
[0003] Hereinafter, an operation in a case where there
is an outside line incoming call in this telephone system
will be described.
[0004] When there is the outside line incoming call, the
telephone device outputs a call signal to each analog
telephone accommodated therein. Furthermore, each
analog telephone having received the call signal enters
an incoming call ringing state.
[0005] For example, each analog telephone having en-
tered the incoming call ringing state rings a ringtone and
flashes an LED (light emitting diode) indicating the in-
coming call to notify a user of each analog telephone of
the incoming call.
[0006] Each user having detected the incoming call
based on this notification hooks off a receiver of the an-
alog telephone. Accordingly, the telephone device con-
nects the analog telephone in the hooked-off state and
a call source telephone of the incoming call to realize a
call enabled state. That is, the analog telephone is
hooked off to respond to an outside line incoming call.
[0007] Thus, when the analog telephone accommodat-
ed in the telephone device is hooked off during incoming
call ringing in response to the call signal, the analog tel-
ephone makes an immediate response, and therefore
the analog telephone cannot perform a calling operation
during ringing. In this case, to perform a calling operation,
a user has needed to wait for another user to respond to
the incoming call by another analog telephone or wait for
a call source to stop calling.
[0008] Therefore, for example, it is inconvenient for us-
ers who make frequent calls and have little occasion to
respond to an outside line incoming call for business.
[0009] In view of this point, a plurality of analog tele-
phones accommodated in a private branch exchange
need to be installed by being grouped as analog tele-
phones which perform incoming call ringing in response
to an incoming call and analog telephones which are not
allowed to perform incoming call ringing in order to per-
form an operation of causing the above users who make
frequent calls to use the analog telephones which are

not allowed to perform incoming call ringing.
[0010] Alternatively, it has been necessary to make
settings in advance similar to those in a technique dis-
closed in Patent Literature 1. More specifically, it has
been necessary to make settings of linking in advance a
call number of an outside line incoming call and an ex-
tension line number of a person who deals with this call
number and causing only a telephone of the extension
line number of the person who deals with the call number
of the outside line incoming call to ring when there is
actually an outside line incoming call (see Patent Litera-
ture 1).

Citation List

Patent Literature

[0011] Patent Literature 1: Japanese Patent Publica-
tion No.2014-216899

Summary of Invention

Technical Problem

[0012] By installing the telephones which do not per-
form incoming call ringing as described above and mak-
ing the settings in advance similar to those in the tech-
nique disclosed in Patent Literature 1, it is possible to
cause some telephones not to perform incoming call ring-
ing even when there is an outside line incoming call. Con-
sequently, for users of the above some telephones, it is
possible to solve the above problem that a call cannot
be made during an incoming call.
[0013] However, if all installed telephones are set not
to perform incoming call ringing, nobody notices the in-
coming call, and therefore some telephones need to be
set to perform incoming call ringing without fail. Ringing
sounds of other telephones cannot be heard, and there-
fore if telephones installed at places apart from the other
telephones are not set to perform incoming call ringing
without fail, nobody can notice an incoming call and make
a response.
[0014] Therefore, if these telephones are hooked off
during incoming call ringing, these telephones make im-
mediate responses, and therefore it is not possible to
solve a problem that an analog telephone cannot perform
a calling operation during ringing.
[0015] It is therefore an object of the present invention
to provide an exchange, a call facilitation method and a
call facilitation program which can make a call even dur-
ing incoming call ringing.

Solution to Problem

[0016] According to a first aspect of the present inven-
tion, an exchange is provided, the exchange comprising:
connection means for accommodating a telephone; and
control means for controlling the accommodated tele-
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phone, wherein the control means receives a dial signal
from the telephone without causing the telephone to re-
spond to an incoming call when the telephone that is
performing incoming call ringing is hooked off, causes
the hooked-off telephone to respond to the incoming call
when the received dial signal is a first dial signal, and
causes the telephone as a call source to make a call
without causing the hooked-off telephone to respond to
the incoming call when the received dial signal is a sec-
ond dial signal.
[0017] According to a second aspect of the present
invention, a call facilitation method is provided, the call
facilitation method performed by an exchange, the ex-
change comprising connection means for accommodat-
ing a telephone and control means for controlling the ac-
commodated telephone, the call facilitation method com-
prising, at the control means, receiving a dial signal from
the telephone without causing the telephone to respond
to an incoming call when the telephone that is performing
incoming call ringing is hooked off, causing the hooked-
off telephone to respond to the incoming call when the
received dial signal is a first dial signal, and causing the
telephone as a call source to make a call without causing
the hooked-off telephone to respond to the incoming call
when the received dial signal is a second dial signal.
[0018] According to a third aspect of the present inven-
tion, a call facilitation program is provided, the call facil-
itation program causing a computer to function as an ex-
change, the computer comprising connection means for
accommodating a telephone and control means for con-
trolling the accommodated telephone, the call facilitation
program causing the control means as control means for
receiving a dial signal from the telephone without causing
the telephone to respond to an incoming call when the
telephone that is performing incoming call ringing is
hooked off, causing the hooked-off telephone to respond
to the incoming call when the received dial signal is a
first dial signal, and causing the telephone as a call
source to make a call without causing the hooked-off tel-
ephone to respond to the incoming call when the received
dial signal is a second dial signal.

Advantageous Effects of Invention

[0019] According to the present invention, it is possible
to make a call even during incoming call ringing.

Brief Description of Drawings

[0020]

Fig. 1 is a view illustrating a basic configuration of
an overall embodiment of the present invention.
Fig. 2 is a flowchart illustrating a basic operation of
an exchange according to the embodiment of the
present invention.

Description of Embodiments

[0021] First, an outline of the embodiment of the
present invention will be described. The embodiment of
the present invention provides a function of enabling se-
lection of a response or a call when an analog telephone
terminal accommodated in a private branch exchange is
hooked off during incoming call ringing in response to a
call signal. Furthermore, the selecting operation enables
a calling operation instead of an incoming call response,
so that a terminal installed to respond to an incoming call
can perform the calling operation even in a ringing state.
The outline of the embodiment of the present invention
has been described above.
[0022] Next, the embodiment of the present invention
will be described in detail with reference to the drawings.
[0023] First, an entire configuration of a telephone sys-
tem 1 according to the present embodiment will be de-
scribed with reference to Fig. 1. As illustrated in Fig. 1,
the telephone system 1 includes a private branch ex-
change 100, a plurality of public telephone networks 200,
a plurality of telephones 30 and a plurality of telephones
40.
[0024] The private branch exchange 100 is a private
branch exchange which has a function of a normal tele-
phone exchange and, in addition, a function unique to
the present embodiment. In addition, the private branch
exchange 100 is realized by, for example, equipment
called a private branch exchange, a PBX (Private Branch
eXchange) or a button telephone main device.
[0025] Furthermore, the private branch exchange 100
includes a control unit 110, a public telephone line inter-
face unit 120 and an analog extension line interface unit
130. Furthermore, the private branch exchange 100 is
connected with the plurality of public telephone networks
200 via the public telephone line interface unit 120. Fur-
thermore, the private branch exchange 100 is connected
with the plurality of telephones 30 and the plurality of
telephones 40 via the analog extension line interface unit
130.
[0026] The control unit 110 is a unit which controls the
entire private branch exchange 100. A call control pro-
gram 111 operates on the control unit 110 to realize this
control.
[0027] More specifically, the control unit 110 includes
a computation processing device such as a CPU (Central
Processing Unit) and a storage device such as a ROM
(Read Only Memory) which stores various control pro-
grams such as an OS (Operating System) and the call
control program 111 and a RAM (Random Access Mem-
ory) which stores data which is temporarily necessary for
the CPU to execute the programs. Furthermore, while
the CPU reads the OS or the various control programs
such as the call control program 111 from the ROM, and
expands the read OS or control program such as the call
control program 111 to the RAM, the control unit 110
performs computation processing based on these OS
and various control programs such as the call control
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program 111. Furthermore, the control unit 110 controls
hardware in the private branch exchange 100 based on
a computation result to realize the function of the private
branch exchange 100. That is, the private branch ex-
change 100 can be realized by collaboration of the hard-
ware and software.
[0028] For example, the call control program 111 trans-
mits and receives signals between the plurality of tele-
phones 30 and the plurality of telephones 40 via the an-
alog extension line interface unit 130. Furthermore, the
call control program 111 transmits and receives signals
between telephones connected to the plurality of public
telephone networks 200 via the public telephone line in-
terface unit 120 and other exchanges included in the plu-
rality of public telephone networks 200. These operations
are realized by a function of a common exchange. How-
ever, the private branch exchange 100 according to the
present embodiment performs such a common operation
and, in addition, an operation unique to the present em-
bodiment. This point will be described below with refer-
ence to a flowchart in Fig. 2.
[0029] The plurality of telephones 30 and the plurality
of telephones 40 which are call control targets of the pri-
vate branch exchange 100 are analog telephones. The
plurality of telephones 30 and the plurality of telephones
40 make an outside line call or an extension line call in
response to switch of a route by the private branch ex-
change 100.
[0030] Furthermore, when dial buttons of the plurality
of telephones 30 and the plurality of telephones 40 are
pushed, dial signals corresponding to the pushed dial
buttons are outputted to the private branch exchange
100. In addition, the dial buttons include numeric keys
for inputting telephone numbers and a key such as "#".
[0031] In this regard, the private branch exchange 100
sets a telephone 30-1, a telephone 30-2 and a telephone
30-n (n is an optional natural number) to perform incom-
ing call ringing during incoming calls from the plurality of
public telephone networks 200. More specifically, the pri-
vate branch exchange 100 outputs call signals to the tel-
ephone 30-1, the telephone 30-2 and the telephone 30-
n during the incoming calls from the plurality of public
telephone networks 200. Furthermore, the telephone
30-1, the telephone 30-2 and the telephone 30-n receive
these call signals, and perform incoming call ringing
based on these received call signals. These telephone
30-1, telephone 30-2 and telephone 30-n will be collec-
tively referred to as a ringing target telephone group 300
below.
[0032] On the other hand, the private branch exchange
100 sets a telephone 40-1, a telephone 40-2 and a tele-
phone 40-m (m is an optional natural number) not to per-
form incoming call ringing during incoming calls from the
plurality of public telephone networks 200. More specif-
ically, the private branch exchange 100 does not output
call signals to the telephone 40-1, the telephone 40-2
and the telephone 40-m during the incoming calls from
the plurality of public telephone networks 200. Hence,

the telephone 40-1, the telephone 40-2 and the telephone
40-m do not perform the incoming call ringing. These
telephone 40-1, telephone 40-2 and telephone 40-m will
be collectively referred to as a non-ringing telephone
group 400 below.
[0033] Next, an operation processing procedure of the
private branch exchange 100 during incoming calls from
the plurality of public telephone networks 200 will be de-
scribed with reference to the flowchart in Fig. 2.
[0034] First, when there are outside line incoming calls
from the plurality of public telephone networks 200, the
private branch exchange 100 performs outside line in-
coming call processing (step S11). More specifically, call
signals are outputted to the respective telephones 30 in-
cluded in the ringing target telephone group 300 to cause
the respective telephones 30 included in the ringing tar-
get telephone group 300 to perform incoming call ringing.
Furthermore, a ringback tone is outputted to a call source
of the incoming call.
[0035] Next, a hook-off operation which is a user’s op-
eration of lifting a receiver of the some telephone 30 or
the some telephone 40 is detected (step S12).
[0036] Next, whether or not the telephone placed in
the hooked-off state by the hook-off operation is in a tel-
ephone in the incoming call ringing state. In this regard,
when the telephone is the telephone in the incoming call
ringing state (Yes in step S13), i.e., the telephone is the
some telephone 30 included in the ringing target tele-
phone group 300, the flow moves to step S17 to perform
processing unique to the present embodiment. An exam-
ple where the telephone is, for example, the telephone
30-1 will be described below.
[0037] On the other hand, when the telephone is not
the telephone in the incoming call ringing state (No in
step S13), i.e., when the telephone is the some telephone
40 included in the non-ringing telephone group 400, the
flow moves to step S14 to perform general call process-
ing. An example where the telephone is, for example, the
telephone 40-1 will be described below.
[0038] First, call processing subsequent to step S14
will be described. First, the private branch exchange 100
outputs a normal dial tone to the telephone 40-1 in the
hooked-off state (step S14). Thus, the receiver of the
telephone 40-1 outputs the dial tone. A user of this tele-
phone 40 confirms the dial tone, and then inputs dial
which are the call destination telephone number by dial
buttons.
[0039] The telephone 40-1 outputs the inputted dial as
a dial signal to the private branch exchange 100, and
then the private branch exchange 100 receives this dial
signal (step S15). Furthermore, the private branch ex-
change 100 calls to the dial (i.e., the telephone number)
corresponding to the dial signal received in step S15 as-
suming that the call source is the telephone 40-1 (step
S16). Description of the operation after the call will be
omitted. In this regard, a response to an incoming call is
not yet made, and therefore the private branch exchange
100 returns to step S12, detects that another telephone
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is hooked off, and resumes processing. Furthermore, the
ringback tone is outputted to the call source of the incom-
ing call in step S11. However, the ringback tone continues
being outputted until step S16, and the ringback tone
continues being outputted even after the flow returns to
step S13.
[0040] In addition, in the present embodiment, the dial
signal may be any signal among various signals such as
a DTMF (Dual-Tone Multi-Frequency) signal or a pulse
signal.
[0041] Next, processing subsequent to step S17 will
be described. First, the private branch exchange 100 out-
puts a special dial tone which is a dial tone different from
a normal tone outputted in step S14 to the telephone 30-1
in the hooked-off state without performing incoming call
response processing on the telephone 30-1 in the
hooked-off state (step S17). Thus, the receiver of this
telephone 30-1 outputs the special dial tone. Thus, the
user is encouraged to distinguish that there is an outside
line incoming call, and push the dial buttons.
[0042] In this regard, in the present embodiment, sub-
sequent processing differs depending on dial buttons
pushed by the user after the special dial tone is outputted.
[0043] More specifically, when the user pushes a spe-
cific dial button, incoming call response processing is per-
formed. The specific dial button is a button which is not
used to input a telephone number, and is, for example,
the "# button".
[0044] On the other hand, when the user pushes dial
buttons corresponding to a telephone number without
pushing the specific dial button, processing of calling this
telephone number is performed. The telephone number
in this case is the same as a general telephone number
inputted in a case where incoming call ringing is not per-
formed, and is, for example, a telephone number includ-
ing an area code, such as "0312345678".
[0045] Hence, when responding to the incoming call,
the user pushes the specific dial button for a pick-up op-
eration. On the other hand, when making a call without
responding to the incoming call, the user directly inputs
a telephone number by pushing numeric keys included
as the dial buttons as a calling operation without pushing
the specific dial button.
[0046] Either way, the dial signal corresponding to the
dial buttons pushed by the user is outputted from the
telephone 30-1 to the private branch exchange 100, and
then the private branch exchange 100 receives this dial
signal (step S18). Furthermore, the private branch ex-
change 100 analyzes the received dial signal (Step S19).
In addition, the ringback tone is outputted to the call
source of the incoming call in step S11. However, the
ringback tone continues being outputted between step
S11 and step S19.
[0047] In addition, when the dial signal is the specific
dial signal (e.g. # button) as a result of analysis (the spe-
cific dial in step S20), a response to the outside line in-
coming call is made. Hence, the private branch exchange
100 connects the incoming call to the telephone 30-1 in

the hooked-off state. Thus, the response is made to the
outside line incoming call, and then the telephone 30-1
starts calling to the call source telephone. Description of
an operation after transition to a call state will be omitted.
[0048] On the other hand, when the dial signal is not
the specific dial (e.g., # button) as the result of the anal-
ysis and dial corresponding to the telephone number
(e.g., 0312345678) is received (the dial corresponding
to the telephone number in step S20), the flow moves to
step S16. Furthermore, the private branch exchange 100
calls the dial (i.e., telephone number) of an analysis result
in step S19 assuming that the call source is the telephone
30-1 (step S16). Description of the operation after the
call will be omitted. In this regard, a response to an in-
coming call is not yet made, and therefore the private
branch exchange 100 returns to step S12, detects that
another telephone is hooked off, and resumes the
processing.
[0049] Furthermore, the ringback tone is outputted to
the call source of the incoming call in step S11. However,
the ringback tone continues being outputted until step
S16, and the ringback tone continues being outputted
even after the processing returns to step S13.
[0050] The above-described present embodiment pro-
vides an effect that an analog telephone connected to an
extension line of the telephone device can make a call
without responding to an incoming call even during in-
coming call ringing. That is, it is possible to improve the
operation of the analog telephones accommodated in the
private branch exchange.
[0051] Furthermore, the present embodiment also pro-
vides an effect that it is possible to select whether to
respond to an incoming call or to make a call by perform-
ing a very simple operation of "pushing a specific dial
button" or a "inputting a telephone number as usual".
[0052] Furthermore, the above embodiment is a pre-
ferred embodiment of the present invention. However, a
scope of the present invention is not limited only to the
above embodiment, and embodiments variously modi-
fied without departing from the gist of the present inven-
tion can be carried out. For example, the above embod-
iment can be modified as in the following modified exam-
ples.

<First modified example>

[0053] The above description assumes that a call des-
tination telephone number is inputted by one number by
one number using numeric keys like "0312345678" with-
out pushing a specific dial button (e.g., # button) to make
a call from a telephone which is performing incoming call
ringing. However, as long as a so-called speed dial func-
tion which enables input of a call destination telephone
number by pushing one certain button is provided, this
function may be used. That is, by pushing one certain
button to which the above speed dial function is allocated
without pushing the specific dial button (e.g., # button),
the telephone which is performing incoming call ringing
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may make a call.
[0054] Consequently, it is possible to make a user’s
operation simpler.

<Second modified example>

[0055] According to the above description, an outside
line call is made in step S16. This outside line call may
be modified as an extension line call, for example. In this
case, when a call destination is one of the telephones 30
included in the ringing target telephone group 300, in-
coming call ringing of an outside line incoming call for
this telephone 30 is cancelled, and incoming call ringing
of an extension line incoming call may be performed.
[0056] Consequently, even a telephone which is per-
forming incoming call ringing of the outside line incoming
call can receive an extension line incoming call without
responding to the incoming call.

<Third modified example>

[0057] According to the above description, whether the
dial signal is the specific dial or dial numbers correspond-
ing to a telephone number has been decided in step S19.
In this case, even when the dial corresponding to the
telephone number are inputted halfway, if the specific
dial button (e.g., # button) is pushed while the telephone
number is inputted, the processing may move to step
S20.
[0058] In this case, a user starts inputting the telephone
number trying to make a call. However, even when the
user changes a user’s mind while inputting the telephone
number and tries to respond to an incoming call, the user
can respond to the incoming call, which is good. Further-
more, even though the user tries to respond to an incom-
ing call, if the user pushes a button other than the specific
dial button (e.g., # button) by mistake, the user can re-
spond to the incoming call, which is good.
[0059] In addition, the exchange and each telephone
included in the above telephone system can be realized
by hardware, software or a combination of these. Fur-
thermore, a call facilitation method performed by collab-
oration of the exchange and each telephone included in
the above telephone system can also be realized by the
hardware, the software or the combination of these. In
this regard, the realization achieved by the software
means realization achieved when a computer reads and
executes a program.
[0060] The program can be stored and provided to a
computer using any type of non-transitory computer
readable medium. Non-transitory computer readable
media include any type of tangible storage medium. Ex-
amples of non-transitory computer readable medium in-
clude magnetic storage media (such as flexible disks,
magnetic tapes, hard disk drives, etc.), optical magnetic
storage media (e.g. magneto-optical disks), CD-ROM
(Read Only Memory), CD-R, CD-R/W, and semiconduc-
tor memories (such as mask ROM, PROM (Programma-

ble ROM), EPROM (Erasable PROM), flash ROM, RAM
(random access memory), etc.). The program may be
provided to a computer using any type of transitory com-
puter readable medium. Examples of transitory computer
readable medium include electric signals, optical signals,
and electromagnetic waves. Transitory computer read-
able medium can provide the program to a computer via
a wired communication line, such as electric wires and
optical fibers, etc. or a wireless communication line.
[0061] The whole or part of the embodiments disclosed
above can be described as, but not limited to, the follow-
ing supplementary notes.

(Supplementary Note 1) An exchange comprising:

connection means for accommodating a tele-
phone; and
control means for controlling the accommodated
telephone,

wherein the control means receives a dial signal from
the telephone without causing the telephone to re-
spond to an incoming call when the telephone that
is performing incoming call ringing is hooked off,
causes the hooked-off telephone to respond to the
incoming call when the received dial signal is a first
dial signal, and causes the telephone as a call source
to make a call without causing the hooked-off tele-
phone to respond to the incoming call when the re-
ceived dial signal is a second dial signal.
(Supplementary Note 2) According to the exchange
according to Supplementary Note 1, wherein
the second dial signal is a signal indicating a tele-
phone number for specifying a call destination, and
the control means makes the call to the telephone
number as the call destination.
(Supplementary Note 3) According to the exchange
according to Supplementary Note 1 or 2, wherein
the first dial signal is a signal outputted in response
to pushing a button that is not used to input a tele-
phone number in the hooked-off telephone.
(Supplementary Note 4) According to the exchange
according to any one of Supplementary Notes 1 to
3, wherein, when receiving the first dial signal even
after receiving part of the second dial signal, the con-
trol means causes the hooked-off telephone to re-
spond to the incoming call.
(Supplementary Note 5) According to the exchange
according to any one of Supplementary Notes 1 to
4, wherein, even when the telephone that is perform-
ing the incoming call ringing is hooked off, the control
means outputs a ringback tone to a call source of an
incoming call to the telephone that is performing the
incoming call ringing.
(Supplementary Note 6) According to the exchange
according to any one of Supplementary Notes 1 to
5, wherein at least one of a telephone that is a call
source of an incoming call to the telephone that is
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performing the incoming call ringing and the tele-
phone of the call destination of the call is not the
accommodated telephone.
(Supplementary Note 7) According to the exchange
according to any one of Supplementary Notes 1 to
6, wherein the control means
causes some telephones of the accommodated tel-
ephones to perform incoming call ringing and does
not allow other telephones of the accommodated tel-
ephones to perform the incoming call ringing when
there is an incoming call, and
does not cause the telephone to respond to the in-
coming call even when the telephone that is not al-
lowed to perform the incoming call ringing is hooked
off.
(Supplementary Note 8) According to the exchange
according to any one of Supplementary Notes 1 to
7, wherein the control means
causes some telephones of the accommodated tel-
ephones to perform incoming call ringing and does
not allow other telephones of the accommodated tel-
ephones to perform the incoming call ringing when
there is an incoming call, and
varies a dial tone outputted to the telephone when
the telephone that is performing the incoming call
ringing is hooked off, and a dial tone outputted to the
telephone when the telephone that does not perform
the incoming call ringing is hooked off.
(Supplementary Note 9) According to the exchange
according to any one of Supplementary Notes 1 to
8, wherein the accommodated telephone is an ana-
log telephone.
(Supplementary Note 10) According to the exchange
according to any one of Supplementary Notes 1 to
9, the second dial signal is a signal outputted in re-
sponse to pushing a speed dial.
(Supplementary Note 11) According to the exchange
according to any one of Supplementary Notes 1 to
10, wherein the telephone of the call destination of
the call is the accommodated telephone.
(Supplementary Note 12) A call facilitation method
performed by an exchange, the exchange compris-
ing connection means for accommodating a tele-
phone and control means for controlling the accom-
modated telephone,
at the control means, receiving a dial signal from the
telephone without causing the telephone to respond
to an incoming call when the telephone that is per-
forming incoming call ringing is hooked off, causing
the hooked-off telephone to respond to the incoming
call when the received dial signal is a first dial signal,
and causing the telephone as a call source to make
a call without causing the hooked-off telephone to
respond to the incoming call when the received dial
signal is a second dial signal.
(Supplementary Note 13) A call facilitation program
causing a computer to function as an exchange, the
computer comprising connection means for accom-

modating a telephone and control means for control-
ling the accommodated telephone,
the call facilitation program causing the control
means as control means for receiving a dial signal
from the telephone without causing the telephone to
respond to an incoming call when the telephone that
is performing incoming call ringing is hooked off,
causing the hooked-off telephone to respond to the
incoming call when the received dial signal is a first
dial signal, and causing the telephone as a call
source to make a call without causing the hooked-
off telephone to respond to the incoming call when
the received dial signal is a second dial signal.

Industrial Applicability

[0062] The present invention is widely suitable to con-
trol related to incoming call ringing.
[0063] This application is based upon and claims the
benefit of priority from Japanese patent application No.
2016-121808, filed on June 20, 2016, the disclosure of
which is incorporated herein in its entirety by reference.

Reference Signs List

[0064]

1 telephone system

30,40 telephone
100 private branch exchange
110 control unit
111 call control program
120 public telephone line interface unit
130 analog extension line interface unit
200 a plurality of public telephone networks
300 ringing target telephone group
400 non-ringing target telephone group

Claims

1. An exchange comprising:

connection means for accommodating a tele-
phone; and
control means for controlling the accommodated
telephone,

wherein the control means receives a dial signal from
the telephone without causing the telephone to re-
spond to an incoming call when the telephone that
is performing incoming call ringing is hooked off,
causes the hooked-off telephone to respond to the
incoming call when the received dial signal is a first
dial signal, and causes the telephone as a call source
to make a call without causing the hooked-off tele-
phone to respond to the incoming call when the re-
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ceived dial signal is a second dial signal.

2. The exchange according to Claim 1, wherein
the second dial signal is a signal indicating a tele-
phone number for specifying a call destination, and
the control means makes the call to the telephone
number as the call destination.

3. The exchange according to Claim 1 or 2, wherein
the first dial signal is a signal outputted in response
to pushing a button that is not used to input a tele-
phone number in the hooked-off telephone.

4. The exchange according to any one of Claims 1 to
3, wherein, when receiving the first dial signal even
after receiving part of the second dial signal, the con-
trol means causes the hooked-off telephone to re-
spond to the incoming call.

5. The exchange according to any one of Claims 1 to
4, wherein, even when the telephone that is perform-
ing the incoming call ringing is hooked off, the control
means outputs a ringback tone to a call source of an
incoming call to the telephone that is performing the
incoming call ringing.

6. The exchange according to any one of Claims 1 to
5, wherein at least one of a telephone that is a call
source of an incoming call to the telephone that is
performing the incoming call ringing and the tele-
phone of the call destination of the call is not the
accommodated telephone.

7. The exchange according to any one of Claims 1 to
6, wherein the control means
causes some telephones of the accommodated tel-
ephones to perform incoming call ringing and does
not allow other telephones of the accommodated tel-
ephones to perform the incoming call ringing when
there is an incoming call, and
does not cause the telephone to respond to the in-
coming call even when the telephone that is not al-
lowed to perform the incoming call ringing is hooked
off.

8. The exchange according to any one of Claims 1 to
7, wherein the control means
causes some telephones of the accommodated tel-
ephones to perform incoming call ringing and does
not allow other telephones of the accommodated tel-
ephones to perform the incoming call ringing when
there is an incoming call, and
varies a dial tone outputted to the telephone when
the telephone that is performing the incoming call
ringing is hooked off, and a dial tone outputted to the
telephone when the telephone that does not perform
the incoming call ringing is hooked off.

9. A call facilitation method performed by an exchange,
the exchange comprising connection means for ac-
commodating a telephone and control means for
controlling the accommodated telephone, the call fa-
cilitation method comprising:

at the control means, receiving a dial signal from
the telephone without causing the telephone to
respond to an incoming call when the telephone
that is performing incoming call ringing is hooked
off, causing the hooked-off telephone to respond
to the incoming call when the received dial signal
is a first dial signal, and causing the telephone
as a call source to make a call without causing
the hooked-off telephone to respond to the in-
coming call when the received dial signal is a
second dial signal.

10. A non-transitory computer-readable medium having
stored thereon a call facilitation program causing a
computer to function as an exchange, the computer
comprising connection means for accommodating a
telephone and control means for controlling the ac-
commodated telephone,
the call facilitation program causing the control
means as control means for receiving a dial signal
from the telephone without causing the telephone to
respond to an incoming call when the telephone that
is performing incoming call ringing is hooked off,
causing the hooked-off telephone to respond to the
incoming call when the received dial signal is a first
dial signal, and causing the telephone as a call
source to make a call without causing the hooked-
off telephone to respond to the incoming call when
the received dial signal is a second dial signal.
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